Activated sludge models can be very useful for designing and managing wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). However, as with every model, they need to be calibrated for correct and reliable application. Activated sludge model calibration is still a crucial point that needs appropriate guidance. Indeed, although calibration protocols have been developed, the model calibration still represents the main bottleneck to modelling. This paper presents a procedure for the calibration of an activated sludge model based on a comprehensive sensitivity analysis and a novel step-wise Monte Carlo-based calibration of the subset of influential parameters. In the proposed procedure the complex calibration issue is tackled both by making a prior screening of the most influential model parameters and by simplifying the problem of finding the optimal parameter set by splitting the estimation task into steps. The key point of the proposed step-wise procedure is that calibration is undertaken for sub-groups of variables instead of solving a complex multi-objective function. Moreover, even with this step-wise approach parameter identifiability issues may occur, but this is dealt with by using the general likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE) method, that so far has rarely been used in the field of wastewater modelling. An example from a real case study illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. Particularly, a model was built for the simulation of the nutrient removal in a Bardenpho scheme plant. The model was successfully and efficiently calibrated to a large WWTP in Sicily.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of mathematical modelling of wastewater treatment processes has gained increased interest, largely due to the great benefits furnished from its employment during plant design phases as well as during operational management. The integration of knowledge by means of mathematical models is useful for several reasons: (i) such models make it possible to test hypotheses on functional interactions in the system; (ii) they are compact and transparent archives of knowledge about a system that facilitate communication among engineers and scientists; and (iii) they can be used for predicting future states of the system or its responses to assumed or expected changes in driving conditions (Reichert & Vanrolleghem 2001) . Indeed, several models have been developed to aid the design, operation and research of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) . In 1987, a Task Group of the International Water Association (IWA) introduced the Activated Sludge Model no. 1 (ASM1) for the description of biological chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nitrogen removal (Henze et al. 2000) . Following the development of the ASM1 model, this Task Group developed the ASM2 model to also include phosphorus removal, and, to compare results, the assumptions underlying ASM1 were re-used as much as possible.
As with every model, for a correct and reliable application, ASMs need to be calibrated. Due to the fact that ASMs are complex environmental models, model calibration is a very challenging task. Indeed, complex environmental models are generally characterized by several parameters to be assessed and also several model outputs to be fitted with the measured data. Further, especially for the quality aspects limited data are generally available due to the fact that they require large economic as well as human resources. Owning to these aspects, complex environmental models are generally over-parameterized and identifiability issues have to be faced (among others, Reichert & Omlin 1997; Weijers & Vanrolleghem 1997; Dochain & Vanrolleghem 2001; Freni et al. 2011) . In the past three decades, the model calibration issue has been the object of numerous publications among the scientific literatures and different model calibration approaches and optimization techniques were proposed or discussed according to the modelling focus (e.g. Van der Molen & Pinté r 1993; Wang et al. 1995; Petersen et al. 2003) . In the field of WWTP modelling the problem of model calibration and the issue of the identification, estimation and control of processes was first discussed by Beck in 1986 underlying the important role of model uncertainty in the model calibration (Beck 1986 (Beck , 1987 (Beck , 1991 . The problem has also been undertaken by applying the ASM models. As a matter of the fact, several not universal in the sense that not all systems can be modelled using the same parameter values (Weijers & Vanrolleghem 1997; Brun et al. 2002) . Site-specific model parameters must be obtained by calibration with experimental data. Dedicated measurement campaigns consisting of intensive sampling and measurements of influent and effluent variables, every few hours over a period of a few days to a week, are typically used to capture the dynamics in a WWTP (Sin et al. 2005; . As a consequence, model application to a full-scale WWTP can be a major challenge. Moreover, the large number of parameters of ASMs in comparison to the limited amount of data means that not all parameters can be uniquely estimated (Weijers & Vanrolleghem 1997; Brun et al. 2002) .
With the objective of aiding modellers during such complex calibration studies, different systematic calibration protocols have been proposed in recent years: the STOWA protocol (Hulsbeek et al. 2002) , BIOMATH (Petersen et al. 2002; Vanrolleghem et al. 2003) , the WERF (Water Environment Research Foundation) protocol (Melcer et al. 2003) and HSG (Hochschulgruppe) (Langergraber et al. 2004 ).
An important characteristic of these protocols is that they do not have the ambition to estimate all parameters, but rather they estimate only a subset of them. The way these subsets are obtained is quite different throughout the different protocols (expert-based, prior sensitivity analysis, etc.). Sin et al. (2005) made an initial evaluation of these four protocols.
Importantly, in view of the approach developed in this paper, Insel et al. (2006) , proposed a step-wise methodology for model calibration of nutrient-removing SBRs. The methodology considered four iterative steps, sequentially calibrating to NH 4 -N, O 2 , NO 3 -N and PO 4 -P profiles. Corominas et al. (2008) integrated this approach into the BIOMATH protocol. As another important step forward, more recently, Sin et al. (2008) proposed a Monte Carlo-based calibration method for ASMs, similarly to Ruano et al. (2007) where instead the Monte Carlo method was used to define identifiable parameter subsets. Recently, Mannina & Viviani (2010a) and Mannina (2011) applied the step-wise methodology proposed by Insel et al. (2006) for the model calibration of a river water quality model. Although the number of model parameters was lower compared with the ASMs, the methodology was very effective providing satisfactory results.
These calibration protocols tried to tackle the rather complex calibration issue of ASMs, but this phase still remains the weakest link in the overall modelling of activa-has followed its own procedure in choosing the type of laboratory experiments for the influent characterization and the kinetic/stoichiometric parameter estimation, the definition of parameter subsets to be calibrated, the hydraulic characterization and the settling characterization. This variability in approaches makes it difficult to compare the results (Sin et al. 2005; Hauduc et al. 2009 ) and, unfortunately, the point made by Sin et al. (2005) that a standard approach in performing a calibration study for a WWTP model is lacking, still holds.
Bearing in mind the considerations discussed above and knowing that the calibration is still considered one of the main bottleneck/time-demanding tasks in a modelling study (Hauduc et al. 2009) , the aim of the present work was to propose a useful, flexible and simple procedure for model calibration. The peculiarity of the proposed procedure is that the combination of issues connected to the model complexity, the lack of data and the large number of parameters involved is solved by making a previous screening of the most influential model parameters, the grouping of outputs and subsequently estimating the parameters in a step-wise manner. The procedure will be illustrated with a full-scale case study of a WWTP with a Bardenpho scheme.
PROPOSED PROCEDURE
In this study, a sensitivity analysis and model calibration methodology is proposed. The methodology consists of different steps in two major phases. In the first phase a preliminary sensitivity analysis is carried out with the aim of reducing the number of model parameters to be calibrated. A novel feature is that rather than pursuing a single subset of different parameters, different subsets are selected, each focusing on a different group of output variables to be described by the model under study. In the second phase the model calibration is performed by means of a group-wise Monte Carlo technique. In Figure 1 , the sensitivity analysis and the model calibration flow-chart are shown.
Proposed parameter subsets selection procedure
Sensitivity analysis is a decisive procedure to identify the parameters that can have significant effects on modelled process behaviour. It should be applied prior to numerical parameter optimization (Brun et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2002) .
The influence of parameters can be affected by operating conditions, the parameter values of the model, influent composition and type of sensitivity index (Saltelli et al. 2000) .
The proposed parameter subset selection procedure is based on the methodology proposed by Weijers & Vanrolleghem (1997) . In particular, the sensitivity analysis proposed here is divided into six connected sequential steps (Figure 1 ).
The sensitivity analysis begins by considering the set of model outputs of interest to the modeller (Step 1 of Figure 1 ). More specifically, the experiments may be planned according to the pursued objective in order to collect as much information as possible. The sensitivity of these representative model outputs will then be evaluated.
However, to accomplish the sensitivity analysis, a priori assumptions on the model parameter values must be made. In the present study the following equation was employed as a likelihood measure
where y I , represents the i-th set of (randomly generated) model parameters and s 2 Mj-Oj is evaluated as 
which is the sum of squared errors between the observations (O j,i ) and the average value of the observations (O j ) for the period under consideration.
The likelihood measure according to Equation (1) varies between zero and one, with a likelihood of one corresponding to a perfect fit (Nash & Sutcliff 1970) . As for large errors, as the ratio goes to infinity, the likelihood becomes zero.
Because the model is characterised by more than one output, it is suggested to use an overall model efficiency according to the following equation Following the evaluation of the sensitivity coefficients, the set of the most influential parameters for each representative output is defined (Step 6 of Figure 1 ). To achieve this important step, first the sensitivity coefficients for each model output are scaled to the maximum sensitivity coefficient for that output, obtaining the scaled sensitivity coefficients (s s,i ). Thereafter, the scaled sensitivity coefficients (s s,j )
are sorted in decreasing order. According to the adopted procedure a model parameter was considered influential if its average scaled sensitivity coefficient was larger than 0.1.
This procedure is basically established to ensure that at least one parameter will be selected for each output available (Weijers & Vanrolleghem 1997) .
Following Insel et al. (2006) , the idea to group the model parameters to be calibrated has been adopted. In contrast, in this case parameters were not grouped according one output variable, but rather different groups of model outputs and corresponding influential model parameters were selected.
The groups were formed by putting together all variables related to TSS, COD, N and P respectively. Subsequently, an appropriate calibration hierarchy must be established on the basis of interdependency of state variables (Step 6i of Figure 1 ). For each group of outputs, for example, the nitrogen outputs (NH 4 -N, NO 3 -N, TKN) the influential parameters will be identified. In this way it becomes possible to establish the order in which the step-wise procedure of the model calibration will be carried out (see below). It is important to note that it can happen that some parameters belong to more than one model output. This is due to the fact that those parameters influence more than one process. For the calibration of these parameters one should choose the optimized parameter value on the basis of multiple model outputs, as explained below.
Proposed calibration procedure
Following the sensitivity analysis, the set of model parameters to be calibrated has been reduced to the set of influential ones 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case study -plant description
The municipal activated sludge WWTP under study is located in Sicily (Italy), with its effluent discharged in the Mediterra- Table 1 the average values of the measured variables are reported. It is important to precise that the high average effluent TSS concentration is due to the abnormal functioning of the secondary settling which sometimes occurred during the measurement campaign.
As discussed above, six sampling sections were considered; the collected data were all used for the model calibration, while the average values for each component and section were adopted as initial conditions.
Another 1-day sampling campaign was conducted, during which samples were withdrawn only from the influent chan- 
Influent characterization
Influent characterization is one of the dominant factors in WWT modelling . This influent characterization consists of translating data available from the WWTP into data that can be used in the model (Vandekerckhove et al. 2008) . In this study influent characterization was carried out by means of data collected during the measurement campaigns. (Table 2) . These values were considered as parameters in the calibration procedure and were then adjusted to obtain the best fit between the measured and simulated values.
Regarding the nitrogen components, it was assumed that the measured values for NH 4 -N and NO 3 -N were equal to S NH4 and S NO3 , respectively. The ratio between S NH4 and TKN was assumed equal to 70 per cent in order to cope with the absence of specific data on such concentration values.
Accordingly, S ND and X ND were taken as 20 and 10 per cent of the indirectly derived TKN, respectively (Henze et al. 2000) . Concerning the phosphorus model components, the measured values of PO 4 -P were considered as inorganic soluble phosphorus (S PO4 model component) and TP was considered as the sum of PO 4 -P and the other phosphorus fractions.
Model description and assumptions
The previously described sensitivity analysis and model calibration methodology has been applied to calibrate a model able to describe the nitrogen and phosphorus removal processes on the basis of data collected at a real municipal activated sludge WWTP.
In order to simulate the nitrification-denitrification/ enhanced biological phosphorus removal processes occurring in the studied full-scale WWTP, the ASM2 was selected similarly to Amano et al. (2002 
where f NS represents the non-settleable fraction of the particulate organic variables and has been computed subtracting the COD sol from the COD sup and by dividing by the sum of the particulate organic variables. Saturation coefficient for P in growth 
where i TSS,XI , i TSS,XS , i TSS,BM , i TSS,XPP and i TSS,XPHA represent, respectively, the TSS contents of X I , X S , of the sum of X H, X AUT and X PAO , of X PP and X PHA .
where i PSF and i PSI are respectively the P contents of soluble substrate S F and the P content of inert soluble COD S I .
For the sake of conciseness, in the following, the differences between the developed model and the ASM1 and ASM2 models are outlined, referring the reader to the literature for the definitions of all model state variables, biological processes, stoichiometry and kinetics (Henze et al. 2000) .
Similarly to ASM2, the developed model includes cell internal storage compounds. However, to improve model performance, some of the ASM1 processes and components were considered for addition to ASM2. In particular, the ammonification process was employed to describe the release of ammonium (S NH4 ) from soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen (S ND ). In further analogy to ASM1, the hydrolysis of particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen (X ND ) was included as a separate process.
In contrast to ASM2, chemical precipitation of phosphorus was not included in the model because no chemical flocculants were added.
As in most WWTPs the nitrite and nitrate inflow concentration were assumed to be zero, so the influent soluble nitrogen only consists of ammonium and biodegradable organic nitrogen. Besides, the measured values of the temperature and pH, respectively close to 201C and neutrality,
were not strongly varying during the simulation period. The latter two considerations enabled further simplification of the model equations and therefore a reduction in the number of model parameters to be considered for the calibration. The kinetic parameters' temperature dependency did not have to be taken into account during calibration and the alkalinity of the wastewater was not introduced as a model component.
Nevertheless, whenever the model is used at other temperatures than 201C, the developed model uses the temperature correction term according to van't Hoff-Arrhenius, in line with the ASM models (Henze et al. 2000) . Saturation coefficient for growth on S 
, f 2 and f 3 are the series parameters, t is the time and m is the daily average value of the simulated variable.
As shown in Figure 3 (a) the Fourier series moves throughout a line that generally coincides with the horizontal line whose value is the average of the variable being modelled. To generate a long term series, since m value is generally not constant from day to day, a linear relationship was considered to avoid discontinuities (see Figure 3(b) ). More specifically, a line connecting the first average parameter value to the following one was used. In order to evaluate the average value, for the generation of a long term series, the simulated variable is computed by using the following equation
where m(t þ ) and m(t -) are respectively the measured mean value at the time t þ 1 and tÀ1.
WWTP hydraulics model
In the present study no WWTP flow propagation modelling has been performed. Indeed, as usual in WWTP modelling, an instantaneous flow propagation was considered through the plant, neglecting any flow attenuation due to storage effects.
However, in term of mixing regime, only three CSTRs were considered, assuming each one to be perfectly mixed.
Settler model
Concerning the settler, an ideal point settler was implemented and the concentrations of the soluble components in the return activated sludge were assumed to be equal to the effluent concentrations from the aerobic reactor. The concentrations of the particulate components were computed by means of the mass balance in the clarifier, as suggested by Qian (2008) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

WWTP influent model
Starting from the collected data base, the measured data were modelled according to the Fourier series Equation (10) In view of this fact, it is advisable to reduce the input uncertainty by gathering new data before carrying out model calibration assessing the kinetic parameters. 
2010) (
Step 3. of Figure 1 ). Note that a similar study has been recently performed by Hauduc et al. (2010) . In Table 2 By means of the sensitivity analysis, the number of model parameters to be identified was reduced from 41 to 27, enabling a better capability for calibrating the model in the second phase of the procedure. Although the number of model parameters has been drastically reduced, not all influential parameters can be expected to be identifiable since an OAT sensitivity analysis has been performed. In this respect, a specific investigation based on an identifiability analysis (see Weijers & Vanrolleghem 1997; Sin et al. 2008; Freni et al. 2011) should be carried out. Nevertheless, in this study we limited ourselves to single out the most influential parameters since the GLUE method for calibration can handle indirectly identifiability issues in contrast to other parameter estimation methods.
Once the influential model parameters were singled out, they were clustered into four groups according to the model output group. The selection of the groups has been done according to the objective of the study and the modeller experience. In particular the model variables of the same 'nature' were put together forming a group and subsequently a reasonable calibration hierarchy has been established.
According to the step-wise calibration procedure, the calibration of the parameters that were influential towards X TSS,1 ,
(e) Figure 6 9 9 9 9 Scaled sensitivity coefficients for CODsup,2 (a), SNH4,1 (b), XTSS,2 (c), SPO4,1 (d) and SSSi,j (e); (the coloured zone indicates influential parameters for the corresponding model output).
X TSS,2 , X TSS,3 (i.e., total suspended solid concentration in the first, second and third tank, respectively) was to be accom- Table 2 .
Calibration
Once the model parameters were defined with respect to each group of the model outputs, 10,000 Monte Carlo model runs were performed considering a uniform distribution of the parameters and simultaneously varying the influential parameters belonging to the selected model output group.
The same parameter ranges as used in the sensitivity analysis were used (see Table 2 ) and no correlation between parameters was assumed. For each run, the simulation outputs were compared with the measured data, calculating the likelihood according to Equation (1).
The final result for each model output group was the set of values of the model parameters as selected on the basis of the maximum overall model efficiency, calculated according to Equation (4) (Step 9 of Figure 1 ). In this case, making a selection of the model parameters by grouping according to the proposed procedure, it was possible to obtain by the GLUE only one parameter set value in correspondence to the maximum efficiency.
In moving from one group of model calibration outputs to the next group, if a parameter was influential towards more than one model output, its value was assessed more than once and the final value adopted would be the one corresponding to the last output.
The values of the model parameters obtained in this way are consistent with previous studies (Van Veldhuizen et al. 1999; Brdjanovic et al. 2000; Henze et al. 2000; Rieger et al. 2001; Meijer et al. 2002; Ferrer et al. 2004; Makinia et al. 2005 Makinia et al. , 2006 Sin et al. 2008) . However, some
values of the calibrated model parameters require further discussion and it has also to be kept in mind that some differences may be due to the modified structure of the ASM2 model applied herein. As aforementioned the temperature was constant in the simulated period and set equal to 201C. Therefore, the kinetic model parameters refer to that temperature. The number of parameters to be calibrated was reduced thanks to an accurate sensitivity analysis, during which the influence on model response was evaluated by varying each model parameter within its variation range using the one at a time method. The model was subsequently calibrated by utilising the GLUE methodology in order to deal with any remaining the problem of model parameter ideantifiability.
The model parameters were calibrated through a new stepwise procedure involving different subsets of model parameters corresponding to model outputs groups that were put together before. In the illustrative key study the iterative procedure has been applied for four model output groups using calibration hierarchy must be established on the basis of interdependency of state variables (first TSS group, second COD group, third N group and at the end the P group). At the end of the procedure, the values of the model parameters were evaluated and showed to provide a good fit between simulated and measured data.
A further development of the presented research will regard the uncertainty assessment of the model results.
Such an aspect is crucial for the assessment of the model reliability and is a field that is still underdeveloped due to the fact that only a few studies have been performed until now. 
